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      Plan A – Segments of traffic noise affecting Lodge 2 
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Impact of Traffic Noise after A303 improvements 

1.  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Long Hazel is a well-established holiday park at Sparkford that is bounded to the north by 

the A303. The road at this point is a dual carriageway in a deep cutting. There is an active 

road improvement proposal that would reconfigure the A303 to the west of the site and 

increase traffic volumes.. 

Permission was obtained on appeal (APP/R3325/W/16/31447318), to change the use of the 

Park from a touring caravan site to a residential site for 15 mobile homes. A further six plots 

were permitted to become residential lodges. 

Six plots near the northern boundary with the A303 have permission for twin unit holiday 

lodges and groundwork is complete. 

 

This report considers the impact of noise from the proposed road on one of those lodges that 

had been considered in an earlier report (dated 6 November 2014). 

1.2 The A303 proposals 
 

Highways England propose to dual the A303 between Sparkford and Podimore. The scheme 

starts at a point opposite the middle of the northern boundary of Long Hazel Park shown on 

Plan A (page 7) and continues westwards. 

 

Highways England estimates that the long term increase in traffic noise (expressed as LA10 

(18hr)) would be 3.3dB in the long-term, even after the planned mitigation works.  They are 

guided by the document ‘Design Manual for Roads and Bridges’. No further mitigation is 

proposed.  Yet Part 7, para 4.2 of the Manual states that “….a 3 dB(A) change is considered 

perceptible. Such increases in noise should be mitigated if possible.” 

 

Opportunities exists to mitigate the noise by including an effective sound barrier in the 

scheme, and by extending the noise-reducing road surface treatment eastwards. 
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2.  The changed impact of the A303 

2.1 Background 

In order to evaluate the changes that the A303 improvements will bring, Highways England 

has calculated the “design year” impact.  Many relevant parameters will change the noise 

experienced at the site, and so its impact at the most exposed facade of Lodge 2 (shown in 

Plan A on page 7) is considered in this report. 

 

The road alignment will be slightly changed near the site, and traffic volumes will increase 

substantially. 

 

Some mitigation against traffic noise is already provided by a 2.4m boundary fence on the 

north, west and east site boundaries.  Mature planting in the A303 cutting further reduces 

some higher-pitched road noise and provides a useful visual barrier. 

 

2.2  Highways England Predictions 

 

In email correspondence, Highways England indicate that they estimate current traffic noise 

levels at ‘Longhazel Caravan Park’ to be 59.3 dB LA10 (18hr). They predict an increase of 2.2 

dB in the short-term and 3.3dB in the long-term. This assessment is based on distances to 

AddressBase data points and not to property/land boundaries. So some lodges on the site 

might suffer greater exposure. 

 

Therefore, it would appear that by ”Design Year”, noise levels would have increased to 

around 62.6 dB LA10 (18hr). 

 

2.3  Traffic noise at amenity areas outside the Lodges 

 

British Standard (BS) 8233: 2014 Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for 

buildings provides advice on acceptable external noise levels for residential property. 

With respect to noise affecting external areas such as amenity areas, BS 8233 states that “it 

is desirable that the steady noise level does not exceed 50 LAeq,T dB and 55 LAeq,T dB should 

be regarded as the upper limit”. 

 

The units of noise (L10 (18-hour) dBA) commonly used to describe traffic noise can be 

translated into units used in this British Standard (Leq (0600 - 2400), dBA) using the Traffic 

Research Laboratory formula; 

y = 0.9887x – 1.7748 

Where: 

y = Measured LAeq,18h dB, and 
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             x = Predicted LA10,18h dB 

 

Thus traffic noise of 62.6 dB LA10 (18hr) is equivalent to 60.1 LAeq (18hr) dB, and is somewhat in 

excess of the British Standard for amenity areas. 

 

In order to meet the lesser standard, this traffic noise at the amenity area for Lodge 2 needs 

to brought down to below 55 dBA Leq,16h.  The configuration of the lodge, perpendicular to 

the road with its amenity space between it and the next lodge, makes this difficult without 

addressing the noise at source, or improving the barrier.. 

 

It should be noted that Lodge 2 is representative of several plots that have similar noise 

exposure. There will be many others in the Park that will have slightly lesser exposure. 

 

2.4  Noise Mitigation Measures 

 

A substantial increase in traffic flow is projected, and will be the cause of the noise increase. 

But a number of factors in the Highways England plan will provide noise mitigation for Long 

Hazel Park, such as; 

 the carriageways adjacent to the site are in a deep cutting 

 mature planting within the cutting provides a visual, if not an acoustic, barrier 

 a noise-reducing thin surface course will be applied to the A303 and new slip roads 

within the scheme, and 

 a slight improvement in road gradient 

 

Many years ago, the owners of Long Hazel park provided a 2.4m high fence along their 

northern boundary, and similar fencing to the west and east boundaries to reduce traffic 

noise. This fence is no longer in good repair. 

 

A significant improvement in noise levels on site could be achieved if Highways England were 

to; 

 replace the old 2.4m fence with a 3m fence., and 

 apply the noise-reducing thin surface course to the A303 beyond the eastern 

boundary of the scheme 

 

This work would reduce noise at source, and protect dwellings on site from the worst effects 

of the increased traffic noise. 
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3.  Conclusions 

 

3.1  Predicted noise level vs standards 

 

By ”Design Year”, traffic noise levels would have increased to a level outside certain 

dwellings in the Park that exceed acceptable standard for amenity areas. 

 

The increase of 3.3dBA merits additional mitigation, according to the ‘Design Manual for 

Roads and Bridges’. 

 

3.2 Remedial Measures 

 

The surface treatment proposed for roads within the site boundary should be extended 

eastwards on the A303, to reduce noise levels at source. This would reduce the problem not 

only for Long Hazel Park, but for the whole village. 

 

The existing 2.4m wooden barrier to the north boundary of Long Hazel Park should be 

replaced with an acoustic barrier 3m high. 
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